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INTRODUCTION'
)

1
4

'The Papillion profect.rilies strongly on t1'e success or failures of

teacher, aides in our'work 106 project children. The project is designed

with a teacher whose main goal isanalysis.aq\prescriptions in the academic

area's and, guidance to the afdes'in.the agibc;iciology og presenting tis

material. The/project is aldo designed with a school'psychologist to make

behavioral prescriptions to the project., The.teacher aides,,have the goal

of carrying out -theprescrilitionsiwhich are provided-by-the-tetcher-and----

psychologist. In other words, the aide's role cap best be defined as

implementers of ideas, methods, technii-ues-, andlachls developed 14

other Project personnel.

Since the implementation of these prescriptions is solvital to the (

4' "rt'

success of the project, several facets of teacher aide development will be

--.presented in this manual.
g 4

I. Job descriptions.
Aide recruitment and selection.

III. Teacher aide inservice - 14eliminary.
IV. Staff inservice meetiAgA - ongoing.
V. Teacher aide eValuatioh.

VI. Behavio't observations mid ral!.ngs.
VII. Interventions.

VIII. Prescriptions and implementatifts:

Teacher aides are used as.imetructional aides and are irivaluabie to a

effectively.

progrim be.

,program for children with-multi-handicaps if'the aides are used

Only with good selection, inservice, and evaluation can e sound

developed.

1
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I.' JOB - THE: INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT AIDE

The term "aide", as used in the Papillion projiqt, refers to a person

who/is am extension 'of the teacher's effectiveness, In the projeCt the

aide's role rangesItkom-clerical to instructional duties. At times their
e ,

'duties consist of menial tasks of cleading up the classroom, At other,

times their task might be ,reinforcing etudentAmshaviors. An important

factor in working with aides is to remember that they are en extension

of the teacher-in charge and that all duties 'are assigned and supervieed

by the'teacherin charge. The following lists provideAreas'in which aides

are used:In the Papillion project.

4. LaVt,side'sinetruetio .

.

1. Prepare flash cards, charts,'or other,audio-visual materials
under teacher direction.

Keep attendance and health recerda.

3. Operlte audio-visual equipmeAt.

4. Listen to children read, and record etUdent aChleveme:As.

\5. Supervise playground free periodo.:.

6. Score tests and correct'etUdent work.

7. Maintain pupil,sotiyity during study periods.

8. Monitot restroom peribde._ .

9.: Head library books to students.

10. Hear requests for help and relay such help to the teacher.

11. Direct small groups of students ch"lring learning games in the
area of reading and math.

12. Supervise and assist students in an art project which has been
specifically outlined by the teacher.

3



13. :Supervising and,aisisting students in a communication activity
which has been speCifiCally.oUtlined by the teacher.

3

14. TUtoring individuals or small children On well defined
aubjeCtS for .which the-ttaCher,feele-thecaide IS:Competent.

15. Assisting the teacher during field trips.

e

I,
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TIME

'8:40 -9:00

9:00-10:25

10:25-10:45

J
10:45-11:45

11:45:042:15

12:15-12:45

12:45-1:15

1:15-1:30

1:30-1:50

1:50-2:50

2:50-3:10

. .

-tLASSROOM-,SCHEDULE- __ - --

. TITLE III ESEA
PAPILLION PUBLIC'SCIIOOLS

,

SUBJECT GROUPS IN CHARGE POINTS

5

10
10

10

10

Order Period Mrs. Durnil

Reading Games 1

. -

Mr:). .Divoky
Individualized Reading 2 Mrs. Durnil
Phonics,.ProgramMed:Reading 3 Mr. Spilker
Rebus SysteM aoo Lang. Lab. 4 Mn' Spilker

9_

Recess M-W Mrs. Divolky 10
T-Thr Ars. Durnil 10
Fri Mr. Spilker 10

.Math Games
'1

Mrs.)/A;rnil 10
Drill Math, System 80 2 Mrs. Divoky 10
Individualized Math/ 3 Mr. Spilker 10

4

Lunch Mrs: Durnil 5

Noon Recess Mrs. Divok- 5

Rest Period Mrs.. Divoky tO

Ind. Tutoring Mr's. Durnil
4

Story Time

Physical Education

Mrs. Durnil,

Mrs. Divoky

10

5

Exploratory Period
Science 1 Mr. Spilker 10
Art 2 Mrs. Durnil 10

ComMunications

Total upand Graph

3 Mrs. Divoky

All,

10

TOTAL POINTS*POSSIBLE 150

2 Points for starting
3 Points for working
5 POirits fol being a student

*Points,may vary from this schedule
students.

5

,e

to meet needs of individual

4
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b. Non-Instiuctional Duties:of-Aides

,1..'DuplicStion of materials.

2. Filing work, in student folderAand cataloging of materials.

Supeivisinglunch period.

Making.classeolom bulletin boards.

5., Rating student behaviors.

6. Cleaning and organizing classroom.

II. AID RECRUItMEN AND SELVION

Finding applica ts for a position as an aide is extremely.eimplei. but
,

/1 ..

the ptocess of selection of appropriate aides is difficult. Anad in the

/
.

.,/

local paper usually1'pr\
l

oduces thrity to forty applicants. Applicants range

from teenagers:to grandmothers, from _elementary school dropouts to certified

teachers, and from housewives to professional secretaries.

The major emphasis 'in selecting aides is placed on-empathy. It is

important to find someon who has a feeling for children with critical

/problems` and is willing)t work hard to correct this problem. Formal
1

education "Can be a benefit in selection of an aide, but also can be a
a.

hinderance to their succesE4 With the oversupply of teachers,,many certified

teachers are willing to work as an aide just to have a job. One must,take a

careful look at each applicant.

The Papillion project siloWs that a person off the street who has the

appropriate personality traiti and who4s trained in the behavior,modification

( ,techniques, and classroom techniques, can function well within the engineered

classroom design.

The perilons.hired as aides are of a.sound emotional status themselves.-

The stress of working with emotionally disturbed youngiters brings one's,

6



erzotional traits to the'surface., The.Aides hire to have'Some means of
, .

releasing their emotional stresses.'

The Papillion project uses the Selection Research Inc. firm in

selection'of aides. The system matches psychological traits of applicants
,

to the traits of qualified people in the field.- The\firm then reports back

to the school the most effective ways in whiCh touse\the people. Effective

. 0
aides compliment a program; ineffective aides can ruin

\

'a progtam.
.)

'III. INSERVICE.- PRELIMINARY

The Papillion project formed a two week comprehensi'Ve-program, which

is set up to transform the person off the street into a professional aide.

The inservice.consists of everythieglromsehool policy.to behavior modifi-
k

N. .. .

cation. The project teacher has'the duty of constructing and or

(
anizing the

,inservice plan.' At times, he uses outside professional help to lecture on

given areas. At other times, he secures films or conducts field trips to

view other projects in- action.

Inserrice is planned A an ongoing project with new ideas shared as

the year.progresses. The more areas covered prior to the first day of

school the more secure the person feels in working in the project."The
AI

following is a brief outline of areas covered.in the pre-inservice areas:
1

1. Employment conditions..

2. Chain of command.

3.
..

Role

(
of project participants.
/'

/
a. Administrative office.
b., School principal.
.c.

School psychologist.
d. Aides.
e. Teacher.
f. Parents..

i

4. Liries of communication.

7



5. Duiea'of aided.

' a. Lunchroom supervision.
b. Playground supervision:
c. Clerical duties.
d. -Curriculum development.
e.- Small group work.
f.' Behavior obiervatipns And evaluations.
g. Implementation of curriculum;

6. Curriculum design.

7. Intervention strategied.

8. Philosophy of engineered classroom.

9. .Ty0ical student behaviors.

10. Transitional phase of the classroom.

11. IndiVidualixed presdriitive teaching.

1

12. .Definition and description of a perceOtionally-hand4capped Child.

13. Definition ind:description of am'educably haddicapped child.

14. Definitipn and description of a "behavioraLly maladjusted"-child.

sr

s.

4

15. Audio visual equipment tape, and care.

if), Behavior modific4tion.

. Before the inservice program begins, each aide is

book, EmOtionallx Disturbed Children'in the Classroom:
/

engineered approach to'education. During the course of lecturing and discnssion,

asked to read Dr. Hewett!'s

°Thii reading-gives the

the film Santa Monica Pro ect is used to'reinforce the textbook learning. Ap

important factor to remember in any,inserVice program is to make it meaningful,

to the people'invoived. A comprehensive inherArice program can do much tO

dncourage A worthwhile progiam.

IV. INSERVICE - ONGOING

''The inservice program we use in this project is not just a two week session

prior to the beginning of school. It consists of weekly After school.meeiings:'



.

s

0 4i i
. I. .,

r

of!project staff. During these weekly meetings situations that arise are
. .

.

distuaeed, At times the meetings shot/ areas'for aiddimproveeent.q,At other

times, thd meetings'irp stiderdred into positive reinforcement fore ail aide's

work well done, , ,
. . . . .

Speaktre,'films filmstrips, readings,and discussions are used as 'a

format week after week. The topics fora gived week usually'are chosen by.

"

questions
.

which,arise during the OreviousWeek. Each meeting 'is cente'red

on ete4 development.

f .

Etch child's.progreee is studied during these Weekly meetings, The

psychologist and teacher make reFoOmendations'which,the entire steffrfo11040,,
.

.

Consistency by project staff isAmperativeAto a worthwhile project. Each .

,,

,pers1Win the project has to be'going\the same direction'at at the same time

on thejame:problem. Weekly meitingi:provide cdns&stency, inatrvice!
X

if

training, and a psychological releape'of frustrationi by project personnel.,'

V. TEACHER AIDE EVALUATION

The importanie of the aides to this project cannot be over emphasized.

Because of this imPortance,.aides are evaluated on a quarterl,badid. 'This

I I

evaluation'ie:cOmpleted through cooperation! of the project teacher4nd the

building principal. The eValuations are pointed at showing aides'areas for

iMprovdment and are not used Is a threat. In Other Words, it it Useees.en

educational device to improve their working, bility.

Major categories are:

Personatippearance.and attitudes. Items are\toncernedwith dress,,

grooming, temperment, reaction in eleergenies, attendance, courtesy,

'indyillingness-to give time and effort to,the job.

.9
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4

(. ,
.

...

Relitionships with diailen: Itemiti include friendliness, fairness,
, .

helpfulness, liking for ch'ldren, patience, sympathy and skill of

resolving conflicts.

Relationship with classroom teachery Items. include punctuality,

dependability, acceptance of-direction initiative and alertness

'is meeting teacher needs, dficient use of time and materials and

assistance in keeping the room neat and orderly.

School-community relations. Items include awareness of school

routine)and policy, knowledge and use of pkbper-channels in

communication and discretion in discussing school or.community

matters.

Each-item used in rating is shown and discussed with the aide coocetned.

Strefigthe as well as weaknesses are pointed out; The following is a copy of

the form used.

-10



PAPILLION PUBLIC SCHOOLS

JNSTRUCTIUXURNIMAIW---IIMATION FORM

Cosesitmerprogram
Shove interest and enthutilasm'in the work
Is Willing to put in essential time and effort
Is punctual
Attends regularlyN
Willlngly accepts -and carries out assignMents,.
Performs routine taskti efficiently

II.

l4e2"ttltcL112il8"e"s"
Interacts positive* With the-pupils A

aware"of,facts,of..Child 4evelopient
Shows concern Air pupils' health and safety
,Accepts individpal differences in pupils
Shows resourcefulness in helping provide

enriching experiences for pupils
Is helpful in encouraging pupils to take part,-.

ask questions and communicate in many ways

III.. Instruction

Is- competent in reinforcement of skills
Is able to work with small groups in instruction
Can Present lessons
Comgetes Work in scheduled time
Demonstrates initiative and resourcefulness in

performing assigned tasks.

CODE; 0 ,- Outstanding,
S -.Satisfactori
NI Needs Improvement
NO - No Opportunity to Observe



Po,

IV. Staff Relationships

Accepts guidance and. suggestions from resource
personnel

Damonstrat'es loyaltyto the teacher and the school
Has a friendly working relatiOnshiP.with other aides
Is*a cooperative team member

V. Personal Characteristics

Is well groomed and, appropriately dressed'
Uses acceptable Englieh in a clear and pleasant .

voice
His good 'physical health
Shows evidence of professional growth'

Building Principal

Comments:

Resource Teacher

Comments:

ril HI 94

Signature

V.

Signature

Instructional Aide

Comments:

4

-12

Signature

Date



VI. BEHAVIOR OBSERVATION AND RATINGS

The major point of the emphasis in the Papillion project is to bring

in the children who have emotional problems, change this behavior, and finally

to return this child to-a regular school. program. The project developed the

Behavior Recording Scale which simply is a means of rating each child for

his behavior during each period ofthe day. Along with the ratings much

emphasis is placed on recording compents on why a certain rating is used.

The behavior scale is an important means of communication for project

personnel. Frequent loW ratings ins given period of the day means some

needed behavioral restructuring for thjt child. Frequent high ratings in

.aii areas m %t
eans a child,ii-ready for removal fry the Program. The scale

is a groat help in convincing parents as to their child's behavioral probleis.

Aides are inserviced as to, the need of positive recording of behiViot

on this scale. At the end of each period they rate each student's behavior.

On a quarterly basis all 'project Personnel individualj.y rate student"

behavior on the g.m.c, Classroom Behavior Rating Scale. A sample of this

form can be found in the appendix of this manual.

The following is a sample copy of the daily rating form as used in the

project.

._13
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Date _CitittkittLY" 9

BEHAVIORAL RECORDING SCALE

Name, Tob_n_ 4),D
4,

Sub ect Area Rating Comment If needed)

rdei

honics

Individual Reading,

a.m. Recess

rogrammed Reading,

eadingl.Games

nd a.m....Recess

.ath Skills

lash Cards

ndividual Math

IA4 4 .41 .

th Games. _

unch

..d. I . .
. . . .

r
oon Rebess

41 .14(

. 1111.1

est Period

icess

ence;

t .

ommtinications

Rating Scale: 1-Ekollent
2-Very Good
3 Average
4 Fair
5 Poor

- 14



VI. INTERVENTIONS 4
r

The Papililion Title IIIprogram,ii created to stress academic goals.

it is felt that "emotionally disturbed" .children can accomplish academic

goals in a structured environment if the reward structute.is properly

organised., Asi-the .program is developing it is 'found that certain students

-rebel 5t acedemic education. It is felt thit'keeping the child'otganized
. f

*4workingis better than Causing more emotional problems. Since "emotion-

illy-disturbed" children- 140-found to:peak and fill In-activities-in-a-given

day,;; an intervention system has been organized.', The entire ,idea behinA this

,system is to keep the child attending no matter what the- costa

1. The Academic Assignment;

The academic assignment is given the child based on his individual

needs of:achievement and learning level' The child earns all of'
, .

his marks.

2. asttenOrii_g_AeljgStUssinment.

.If for some reason the child-is unable to accomplish the tai*, 4r-
k.

even to begin it within a few minutes, the issigned task is

.shOrtered.by cutting the_pagein half, folding 'it *vet in falf,

or ctveringthe remainder of the exercise. The child earns all

of his'marks if he competes thi, shortened assignment.,

3.-miorement of Child Within:Claisroom.
.

This step is used in conjUnction with step tiro, or, as a sepatate
4

intervention. The idea here is to bring the, child into another

- area-oftheroom.__:Often .the_changi_ in _the.way. one -is sitting, .or_

15

5.

the height of a desk, changescene's outlook -what As to be done...

(7



Positiort changes:

Stuldy carrel.

Laying on a rug. '

0. Siting at a table.
d. Sit ing. on a high stool at a drafing dyk.
e. The child earned all of his mfrks.,

Changing WilltNia..

By this, it :Ca meant to givethe child some change in the
'

.manipulative device used.

Media Chlangesi

a. Wrievanewer with on individual chalkboard or
on cjassroom thalkbOard.

Writ With a orayont
Write With an ink' pen. r

:e., Thi #hild still earns all of. his marks.

CtWggiOAAtttessi-metA.
t

This ke ps:t4:child in academics,bUt changes the acadOMic material
, 2

.

'used. Reading games, math games and 'phonics gaisaatillloep the

Child academiCally structured and learning. Continental pros*
[

dittos here ate also very helpful. The child still'earns all of

his marks if he co6plotei the assignment.

6. Non Acade:eic Assign nts.

Jtere academics are 'given up for the time piriod involved. The child

is given a 'non-Academic assignment which keeps the child involVed in

classroom activities.

ClassrooM activities:

. ae .Puzejes
b. Pegboard designs.
c. Parquetry designs.
d. Coloring a picture.'
s. Listening to ereco d or take.
J. Drawing a picture.
g. Art task, card.
h. Scienci task card.
i. Communication task Card.

16
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7.

If the child still .pi'vith4raWing fOM the different task th(vremoval'

One-thing ber here is that.the'teicher chooses the ctivity

for the child. NiVer let the chil6 manipulate the teacher or yoil have

?one bacwards. In this manner the child is kePtbusy and'can be

brought back into,the next academic task; The child earns one-half

of Ms quirks for tbar pert*

pox the classrowietha last Step. No. child is removed from the

. 'classroom for uotsthat'fil0 Minute's atanetiMeamember thii is

not apunishment. it 'is: itatad very:brie/ly- to tbi child that he
ft N

--nanzhave-tha-rightto-return -to- it;

No cheCk mama are earned:

L

Mateo en fel,* to produce any chains sanding chi) child- horns

is the only answer left. Here again,if is imporrkfor the child

to know thaehe is.not being pOnieflei. He is a student whO deserves

tojKi in school-...liportanthere iitisat the next-day the teacher
, .

meets the child* tha door and welcomes him back into the classroipm. fi

No check marks are earned vhila 'the 'child ia not in school.

The interventions aradesigned.to manipulati emotionally disturbed children

before more proble.s accumulate. It ie ilortant that t) teacher or,aide decides

on the activity sad and not the child. Often the teacher or aide is able to

decide which intervention, works best with each individual child.
' o

'h project is deisigted for aide! to be trained in the use of thepe

interventions. As the projact functioned, these'itterventionsare constantly

reviewed., Moat emotional problems are handled through the use of these simple

steps.

17
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IX. PRESCRIPTIONS AND IMPLEMENTATIONS

Teacher aides have the rajor goal of carrying out.all prescriptions
. .

..'

; handed to them by both the teCher and the psycholOgise. These prescriptions

fall along behavioral as wel as academic, ines. In Order46 carry out the

Aesecriptions, the aide has to closely follow the outline and ditictiOns

'hended her.by. the teacher, At times, this prescription means playinf a
. .

learning game with three or four Children at other times, it means reading .

a library book, to the clatie, and at OtIbet times it means playing tag onithe'

playground.

In the appendix are some examples of

operatic:4 of'the project,.

prescriptions used during the

A

yMMARY

Instructional assistant aides a,* used in thn Papillion project can be

used-effectively if:: ',

a. They are selected because of their appropriate personalitytraits.-
i

b. :They are inserviced thoroUghly prior to'their work in-the Classroom..

Their progress is evaluated and their efforts rewarded.,

18
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APPENDIX I,

EXAMPLE

OF

.INSEEVICE

MATERIALS USED
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SUGGESTIONS FOR'CLXSSROOM REINFORCEMENT

Social Relnforcers

Social reinforcers are consequent stimuli produced by your, behavior which

strengthens somebody else's behavior. They include words of praise, expressions,
,-,

nearness, and physical contact. The firit atep in learning tl,be a good ilocial
,

reinforcer is to identify, stud , and practice a aritty. of ways of producingI.
potential. social reinforters. '1

Potential Praising Words and Phrases

Good
That's right
Excellent
TheOs clever
Exactly
Fine answer
Good job
Good thinking
Thank you ,-.

I'm pleased with that
Grooye

Soiling
Winking
Nodding up and down

Walkink among students
Sitting in their group

That shows alkreat deal of work.
Ydu really pay attention.
You should show this'to you parents.
I like that.
Show the class your picture.

-That's interesting.
See how well Joan is working.
Jinmiy got right down to work after recess,.

. he's going to finish on time.
Let's all give John a hand (clap, clap).
That was very kind of you.

Expressions

Looking interested
Laughing
Clapping hands

_ Nearness

) Joining the class recess
Eating with the children

Physical Contact

Touching Stroking arm
Patting head, shoulder, or beet(' Shaking hand
Hugging folding hand
Sitting in lap

Making Praise Work

Dr. Haim Ginott, author of Between Oarent and'Child, has nicely pointed

out,that too often what we consider to be praise is not reacted to by the child

as such. Just think how often someone has said to you, how great you are when

20
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c't

you.really felt nothing of the sort. Take a child who has been repeatedly

told he is stupid and who has failed often. He is not likely to be overwhelmed

. with joy by a teacher telling,hial, "Wu are smart". The praise statement

doesn't-fit with his own experience. Hbw can tgAteacher know that he is

smart fiom that response? On the other hand, if this same child has been

working hard for 20 minutes to complete 10 long division Problems and he got

them all doneand iight, he might believe a statement like this: "I saw your

working hard on your arithmetec for twenty ninutes, And I've checked every one '

of them.and see that they are right, and you know your writing is really neat

Thte statement simply,descrOes what the( child did and shows

by the detailed attention the teacher Rives to the child's work

Ginott says it's usually better to make praise descriptive

and clear:"

appreciation

or behavior.

rather than evaluative. "Describe, don't jUdge".

Thpre is much to be said for this viewpotnt. The'less you know about

a child the more likely descriptive praise will be effective and evaluative-
.

praise will miss the mark. However, it is also possible to make, phrases such

as, "Good ", "Great",,"That's clever" effective for chiln by initially

accompanying such phrasei with descriptive statements Of what the child did.

to merit such praise.

"Jimnky watched carefully throughout the whole lesson. That's good paying

attention".

"Mary is sitting up straight with'Aer hands pn her desk, ready to listen.

She's going to be a good listener".

PAiron4-you-kept-at-that7one-for-a -long time' and you finallysiot-iti'That'iv-

good.working. When we workhard, we learn".

By repeatedly providing explicit examples of what is good working, good

listening, -good talking, good responding, good thinking, etc., we teach the
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childreh what we mean by such praise statements. Later, When we say briefly

."gbod listening,","goOd talking," "Clever answer", "that's what I call smart",

they aro no longer empty phrases.

Activity Reinforcers

Next to the use of praise, the use of reinforcing activities is the most

readily a*ailable motivatinitool the teaChgr has. Yet so often the teacher

throws away, or gives away for free, her bargaining power with actiint7.

reinforcers. Mother common error is to.use activity_reinforcersionly for the

chosen few. The key to a well-managed, highly motivated,and happy classroom

.flea in the contingent use of reinforcers.

The effective use of ireinforcers involves teaching the child the general

rule that "If he performs his tasks, reinforcing events happen." Working hard

hai a Payoff. The effective teacher does this by constantly verbalizing new

instances of this general' rule. For example, "Toni finished,her'paper first.

She can help me,collect the papers." Instead of just calling on children to

do this or that, instead of just saying it is time for recess, or. lunch, set

it up so that the children have earned a privilege by their improvement or

excellent behaviors. USE ACTIVITIES THE CHILDREN LIKE AS REWARDS FOR DESIRED

BERAVIOR. DON'T GIVE THEM AWAY.;

Activity Reinforcers'(Prililleges)

Presenting at Show and Tell
Being group leader
Going first
Running errands
Collecting materials
Being excused from a test
Helping-elean-up- < .

Getting to sit where you want to
Taking care of class pets
Leading the flag salute
Telling a joke to the class
Being in a skit
Supervisibg a group outside class
Playing teacher
Getting to go home early

Seeing a movie
Watching TV
Listening to music
Playing games in class
Playing games at recess
Having a party.,

Making-puppets-and-a puppet-show-
Doing art work related to studies
Making construction projects
Going on field trips
Having outdoor lessons
Spending special time with teacher
Choosing the game for recess
-teaching younger, children
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AstlyitjrReinforCers

'0Competidg with another class
Performing for parents i'

Decorating a,Christmadiree
Taking class pet home for the

weekend
Singing songs
Being team captain 4,

Reading to the principal
Getting to read'a new book
Assisting another student'

I

(Payola:es) (continUed)7-

Earning an extra or longer recess
Getting to make ,puzzles
Helping-Set up quipment
Studying With a frignd in class'
Spending time the library 4
Having, extra lunch time
Putting up the school flag

.

Being.clsssed on to answer questions
Seeing a.film strip.
Going to an assemblyrprogram

,Token Reinforcement_Systems

Token . teinfotc eme n t systems are appropriate for dealing=with specific problem
situations. Undertakings of this type require consistent attention and
ingenuity on. the part of the teacher. If -properly done, the Sucoeas' rate with
handling specific behdvior problems WeXceilent. .

Exemplcs. of Reinforcers to Back'Up a Token System
1F--7

RembeMber that any of the-Activity Reinforcers-listed :earlier csn'be assigned
a-point-and included in your "reinforcer' menu. ",

Foods

.Gum

M M's
Candied'cereal
Peanuts _

Ice cream
Candy birs
Lemon drops

.Marihmallows.
Apples
Raisins,
Jelly beans
Lollipop)
Chocolate kisses
Cookies
Soft drinks
Cracker jacks
Life saver's

_ Play' Materials

Make -up kits
Toy animals
Boats
Cars
Blocks
Badges
Marbles
Jump ,rope

Gliders
Model airplane kits
Picture books
Painting Sets
Crayons,

Coloring books
Records
Colored chalks
Clay
Musical instruments

Paper
'Mechanical toys
Dolls
Kites
Costumes
"Dress up" clothes
Balls
Puzzles
Comic 'books
.Balloons

Playing,cards
GaMes of all sorts'
Beanbags
Yo-yo's
§illy'putty
Play dough'
Noise makers (whistles)

c4.

ALSO CONSIDER RETIFORCERS PARENTS COULD GIVE AT HOME WHEN THE CHILD HAS EARNED IT.
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MA* GAME

BIG OR LITTLE

Draw on the board a diagram of large and email 'objects: a small cup and a
large cup in one square, a large qep and a small cap in the second, a small
house and a large house, etc.

Child will foloy his paper to mark siA squares. Under the approftiate picture
child writes the words BIG or LITTLE after drawing them.

Color the pictures if time allows.

ALTERNATE: Hold up a picture of an object. Child sketches either a smaller
or a larger picture, as called for by the teacher, then writes BIG or LITTLE
under it.

BACKWARDS ARITMETIC
1

Put on a ditto problems with answers suitabll to.each grade level, omitting
one or More parts to the problei, ouch as:

1?

31 -4

x x us 24

99

FOOTBALL

1. Make an 18 x 24 inch football field on tagboard. Mark length in 2"
lines, both ends become end Jones other lines are 10-20..30-40-50-40 etc.

,

2. Cut five small football of.oakta . On each write a number .suitable as
an addend in a,probleo at your gra e

-

3. On 1 1/2 squares of .tagboard place another number. Clip the-se on the
yard'line markers with paper clips.

4. Divide into two even.leams. Use.a stop watch to'time responses. Goal is
to add the number on the ball to the one clipped .along the side all the
way to the end zone to score a's.t.lt' point touchdown. A bonus point is
given if the child can answer a math question or problem suitable for
his academic level. Goal posts could be placed on the game board for
added interest, but are not a necessity.

5. Flip a coin to see who starts. Teem A's first player draws -a football,,
and starting at the 10 -lard line he adds the number on his football to
the ones along the aide: He continue* until 20 to'30 seconds are up;
then Team B's first player doss the same, striving to reach the opposite
goal. Teem with the highest *core wise.

6. It any player gives a wrong rinser, it is a "f011610 smi the hail foss th
the opposing team.

VARIATION: Use for subtraction, multiplicetion,.or division.
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NUMBER BOOKLETS

1. Staple ten sheets of lined or)newsprint paper between sheets of construction
paper.

2. On page one, have child write the number one. .t the bottom of page one,
write the word one, or have the child write or copy it. in the middle of
the paper, have him draw one object.

3. Continue stepltwo until you finish all ten pages.

VARIATION: Cut outs from magazines could be used as an alternate..

PLASHCARD GAME

Place answers to several flashcards on the chalkboard just above the tray.
DivicWcards evenly among players. At a given sigpal, children place cards
.under the right answer. Child getting rid of allitis cards firstWins. ,

CAN YOU BEAT BROTHER 00X TO THE BRIAR PATCH?

Materials: one "Fox" and'orie "Rabbit" game piece cut from tagboard. One set
of footprint shaped flashcards cut from construction shaped flashcards cut
from construgtion paper. One game board drawn on tagboard--or separateldeces
cut from construction paper so that the game board cap be assembled on a
flannel board or bulletin board. Otherwise sketch the game board on the
chalkboard and have it look something 1" this:

111
Briar

ir,ZO Pia el%

gitaptdo
c=:2) 5%9 Rmcl

The object is to have the rabbit andlox race up the footprints to see who
can get to the briar patch first.

Make more than one set of flashcards so that the game -can be used for more
than one level.

NUMBER PUZZLES

Sketch or,use.magazine pictures with 1-10 objects. Glue the pages onto
tagboard and write the number'and number words somewhere on the puzzle.

Cut into puzzle pieces and write the puzzle number on the back of each piece,
then place each separate puzzle in an envelope.

t
Can be used as a "free time" activity.
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PISMO

On 18 fish shapes of paperp,write numbers from 1-9. Puts a paper clip on each.
Tie ,a magnet to a string and pole. Each child fishes for a paper. The first
child to get a matching pair wins.

GRANDMAkS COOKIE JAR
J

Witte down 10 problems at the child's academic level. Have the child lay out
each groupiAg,and glve,the answer. Use for beginning addition, etc..

1. Discuss the meaning of one dozen and/or one half dozen.

2. Count by two's.

3. Bake cookies for a party. You'll need two cookies for each person.
people will be at.the party. How many cookies should you bake?

4. . cookies are in the jar. Do you have enough to give each of
people cookies? (

CARD CONCENTRATION

Materials: One dyck of playing cards.

U

/'

1. Cards are placed face down in row on the table. Children take turns
turning up two cards and trying o make pairs.

2. 'Anyone turning up a matching pail continues until he fails to make a match.

Object: Tremember placement of the cards and gain the most .pairs. ,

Alternate: Ask those not matching pairs to add the two sums'together.

MATH HOUSES

Use a019,x 12 piece of tagboard, folded in half. On the outside draw in ten,
windows about one inch high. Cut around three sides of each window so they
can be opened. 4 .,

On the inside of each window write the AilsWer to a combination that has been
placed on the outside of each window.

1. Open up the houses--placp a sheet of Oaper underneath the windows.

2. Close the house and look at the problems.

3. Open each window and write the answer to the problem.

4. When all problems are completed, remove the paper and check your answers
with the ones inside the house.
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MATH HOUSES -- Continued

This can be used fdr adding, subtracting)

Alternate: Two people may play this game
other fives the answer. After the answer
opens the window.

multiplying, dividing, fractions.

. One points to a problem, then .the
is given, one of the two players

GROUPING

1. Make cards of tagboard with different symbols on them. Make more than one
-of each. (1-10)

2. Jumble them and have children groUp them.

3. How many are there of each symbol?

PLAY STORE.

Purpose: To review coin value.

1. Make up 3 x 3 cards with pictues of
under each picture.

2. Have each child sort a selection-of
the coins in piles in front of him..

toys, etc. on them and list a price

play coins by de mination and place

3. Teacher or leader holds up a catd. ,Child must giVe the leader the exact,.
change. If he can do so the card is his to hold. If he cannot give the
`correct change, the card is placed back in play.

GRANDMA's COOKIE JAR

There are a number of games that.pan be played with these same game pieces.

A cookie jar is made from in empty shortening or 2 lb. coffee can covered
with contact paper, 'Letters speping "Cookies" are cut of a contracting paper
and added to the outside of the/can.

The "cookies" are made of 12 plastic margarine tub lids-into which you glUe
circles of cookie-colored construction paper.

Game 1

1. How many ways can you group the:cookies to make cobinations that total
5, 6, 7, etc.?

.2. Say aloud thecombinaiionsu have made, Le., two plus two etluals four, etc.

MATH GAME WITH BALL .

Materials: One large'rubber ball.

One person will bounce the ball one to ten times. The second person will clap
the same Humber of times and give the proper number.
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BEAN GAME

1. Put two beads or beans in a small tin can. Rule a gameboard of.oaktag
into nine smaller squares.

2. Number each square, but in no particular. sequence.

3. Child must spill beans onto the card and either add or. subtract
(whichever you say) the two numbers on which the 'weans landed.

4. Scod one point per child for each correct answer.. Highest score wing.

Alternate: Rule one card into six squares for younger children, number 1-6.

AMING AND' UBTRACTING COMBINATIONS

Make two-spinners from cardboard.

1. Using these two spinners, apin both at the same time and ask student to
add or substract the two numbers,shown by the points on the spinners.

2. ,Give points or candy reward for correct answers.

,LADDERS

1. Drew the ladders on the board as shotin--or make them on tagboard with
magic markers. Have them laminated for extra durability.

X +

2. At the bottom is a. number and sign. You must add this number,or divide,
etc. as shown by the sign so that you can clisiblo the top of the ladder.

3. Give prizes to the winners.

NUMBER ACTION GAME

1. Number flashcards from 1-10.

2. Witt-Attiotivordi-on the chalkboard or on cards and have child do the
action the number of times shown on the flashCard.

' COMBINATIONS GAME

Use a flannel board.and construction paper figures of objects, plus cut out
numbers grouped on the flannel board to aid in learning to count and to recognise
combinations.
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t.

ALPHABET SOUP,
j

1. The letters it each separate line below are arranged in a logical pattern.
Think about the pattern, and try to figure out what the next letter should
be.

1
4

.

2.
,

You will see that some of the letters are lying down or, leaning over;
their position is important.. In one kine, the shape of the letters is
important. This is an exercise in logic that is tricky but fun. We've
done the first one. Can you figure out the rest?

i A Ms C. Q ( ) 6*

A 2. B Y CeS 7'

E CI) 8.

2.

3.

4.

THE DISCOVERER

v (g)

P kr) cr)
Z k ti T._ 00

CE)

The point of the game- is to decode words or sentences.

XEKFDJHLICGBRMPSUO'I -2- 3 4 -5- 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 l'8

T R N A .V W Y
19 20 21 g 23 g g'

ALPHABET SEQUENCE

Purpose:Tolive players practice in recognizing initial soupds An words.

Directions:

1. One pupil-starts the game by saying, "My boa is loaded."

2. The next student gives a sentence naming a word th begins with B.

3. The game is continued until one child stumbles.

CATEGORIES

Using A B C flash caids have-the children place the correct litter underneath
the correct picture, alligator, bear, cow, etc.

These animal pictares may be cut. from magazines and pelted to tagboird, leaving
blank spaces for the A B C cards.
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ALIKE OR DIFFERENT

Purpose: To distinguish between words that sound alike and those which
sound differently. .

Directions: Teacher stands about five feet from the'Oupils who stand with
their backs to the teacher.

The teacher whispers distinctly the same c,ird 3 or 4 times; come, come,
come, come

Then she says, "Are the words different or alike?"

Then she might say the words vat, cat, eat, pat and repeat the above, question.

I.

CATEGORIES

1. Provide a list of objects on the board or on dittoes. .

2. Each "child is to read the words and arrange them in eategories.

Given Words:

blue red stove horse gorillaj tiger purple
chair lion table stool yellow cat orange

3. Category headings are: Animals Colors Furniture

4
HOW MANY STEPS?

Purpose: To give practice in quick recognition of words.

Directions: Draw on the chalkboard a sidewalk divided into segments.

In each part write one of the words to be practiced.

Give each child a-chance to "take as many steps" as he can by reading the
words on the sidewalk.. See how many children can cross to the other aide.

LOLLIPOPS

1. Make lollipops out of construction paper and attach to long handled
plastic

2. Each lollipop is printed with a capital and small letter of the alphabet.

3. Lollipops ate put in a basket. Sell the lollipops to the people who can
say the letters on the lollipops.

4
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FEED THE BEAR

Construct a bear out.of heavy paper.
4 4

1

The children are allowed to feed the bear A B C cookies or reading word
. cookies.

Variation: Construct a fish and feed it words,'or construct a monkey and
feed it bananas.

GO AROUND THE BOARD

Purpose: To'provide practice with sight vocabulary wordi.

Materials: 1 8 x 24 inch sheet of tagboard. Make a 2.to 3 inch margin around
the board and mark it into squares. You'll also need a spinner.,

In each square place words, jump, happy, sing,,and then every so often, put
'.'move two spaces", or similar tlings in a few of the squares.

Directions: Each player, in turn, spins the arrow and moves clockwise the
number of spaces indicated, starting with A square called HOME BASE.

The child reads the word that hi lands on. If he doesn't know the word, he
returns tOthe original space until his next turn.

The first cglld going all the way around to home base wins.

HIDDEN WORDS

1.- Give children a word'such as HolloweenIhanksgiving, or Christmas.

2. Have them make a list of as many small words that they are able to find
within the longer word.

Variation: Make the words fit a definition:
L -

Example: Halloween --- hall, allow, ewe, hen, new, lean, etc.

ALERT-0

Purpose: To prvide pract ce in word recognition.
Materits: Word cards, ch rt holder.

Directions: Place a number of word cards in the chart holder.
on the chalkboard.. The first child takes that number of cards
nameNeath card as he`takes it. Change the number for the next
The teacher may add other cards to the holder until, each child.
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WORD FOOD

Why is the letter E like a calorie? (When yeti add it to a word, the word
gets. bigger!) Add E to the words defined and see them grow.

frog°

1.

2.

3.

A small rug - a partner . (mat-mate)

Indistinct - a dime (dim-dime)

A grown up a horse's neck hair. (man-mane)

4. Time gone by . a sticking substance . (past-paste)

5. A fatener an evergreen. (pin-pine)

6. Headgear a sleeveless cloak. . (cap-cape)

7. Metal a prong of a fork (tin-tine)

8. One of a pair a kind of cord (twin-twine)

9. ,Stop Very . (quit-quite)
'

10. A friencd 0 light - colored . (pal-pale)

JUST LIKE ME

.

Purpose: To provide, practice in visual discrimination.

Players: One or more.

Materials: Two sets of cards c ntaining several pairs of cards of like design.

Directions: Sort two sets of c rds into two stacks. Give one stack to the
player or divide one htack among players. Have players then match their cards
to the ones the'teacher holds. The first player to correctly sort all of his
or her cards wihs -the game.

MESSAGES

Materials: Newspaper or magazines, sheets of paper, scissors.

Make -up telegrams by cutting words out *of a newspaper or magazine. Paste your
messages on blank paper. Read messages to your friends.

READING

As you say one syllable words containing either a long or a short vowel sound,
have students raise both.their arms up high if the vowel is long. If the vowel
is short, they must fold their hands on the desk. Later; after children have
learned vowel sounds, you may add the phtegory that is neither long noP short
(ar, aw, er, oo, and so on).
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CHRISTMAS TREE DITTO ON GREEN PAPER

Put letters (ABC) (abc) to be identified on the tree.,

Say, "Here is a red pen. Red lights up the A's (or whatever letter you
choose). You only get the red pen once, so try not to misp any."

Repeat with another colored pen for the 2nd letter, etc. You could ,say,

"Light up the letters that begin with the,sound of apple, boy, car, etc..".

When making the Christmas Tree Ditto, divide the tree in sections so the child
can work more easily from left to tight.

Variation: Use with numbers or with long and ehort vowel words. Red lights
up long vowel words. Blue lights up ehort vowel words.

33
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A

HOW CAN PLANTS BE HELPFUL IN OUTER SPACE

Add water to a small bottle until it is three 'fourths:full of water. IntA,

the water, place a small plant that will grow in en.aquarium. The plant

Elddea works very well. Also drop a shail'into.the bottle, then put a cork

or cap on the bottle.- It should be possible, for the: snail and the,plant to

live for some.time in the closed bottle. The plant gives-off.oxygen', which

. --
can be used both'by the,enail and,by the plant, If the snap and the plant -

are able to live in the bottle, you have a balanced equarium. For long

tripe in space, it probablywil necessary to-have plants. In the space -'..

. craft, there will have to be a balance between the plants and iniMals,some

whit as there is in a balanced aquarium;

.1

HOW CAN TEMPERATURE BE CONTROLLED. IN A SPACECRAFT

Place two thermometers in the sunlight. Cover the bulb of one thermometer

withsa piece of black cloth. Cover the bulb of the other thermometertath,

a piece of white cloth. Read and Record the temperaturee every five minutes.

Under which cloth does the temperature rise faster ?, How can you explain the

-difference in'temperature readings., Try to make one of the thermometers

always show about the dame temperature. What should you do when the temper-.

ature rises above the desired reading? What should you do w4n it falls

below the desired reading., If the temperature rises, turn the white part

toward ,the sun. Some of the energy will be reflected away. If temperature

falls, turn the black part to the sun.

34
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HOW MUCH WOULD DIFFERENT THINGS WEIGH ON THE MOON,

To find out how much things would weigh on the moon divide the weight of the

object by six. Things would weight one-sixth as much on the moon as they do

on earth.

HOW CAN A LIQUID BE MADE TO BOIL

Pour a little water into a flask. Apply a source of heat tm ii the water

After the water has boiled for a few minutes, take away the heat source

and close the flask, with a stopper. Then drip some cold water on the flask

r.nd see what happens to the water in the flask. If you have a stopper.with

a thermometer fitted in it, yo4 can record the temperatures of the water in

the flask. Repeat above directions, observing temperature,readings on the

thermometer. What happens to the temperature of the water vapor in the

,flask as cold water-is dripped on the outside of the flask. Try to explain

what happens inside the flask. Remember that most of the water vapor in the

flask changes back to liquid water as-you cool the flask.

WET ARE DIFFERENT TIMES NEEDED FOR PLANETS TO COMPLETE THEIR ORBITS?

Place a chAir or some other objecenear,the center of a large room.' Ask

someone. to walk in a small circle Aroundthe chair. This person will

represent Mercury and the small .Ircjt will represent the orbit of Mercury.

Have'another pe'rson walk in a larger circle to represent the Earth. Have a

third person walk in a very large.circle to represent Pluto. Which person

takes-the longest time to complete one revolution around the chair? Which

takes the shortest time?
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WHY MUST A SPACE aTIOLAImED AT A PLACE WHERE'A PLANE WILL BE MANY DAYS
LATERT

If a space probe is sent frail earth too early or late it will not reach a

planet. Show why it is important to sand a space probe at the right timer

Use a large ball as a planet and a smallball'as a space probe. Mark a

spot on the floor about ten feet away from a chair. .Let the spot represent

the place where you want your space probe to reach your planet. Let'the chair

represent the earth. Ask,d friend to roll the largp ball' from the side, of

the room toward the spot on the floor. When the large ball reaches the spot,

'roll the small ball toward the spot. Were you able to hit the large ball

with the email ball. Ask your friend to roll the large/bail again. This

time, roll the small ball toward the spot before the large ball.reaches the

. spot. Did you come closer to hitting the ball? Practice several more times

until you are able to hit the large ball with the small ball. You should be

able to see why it is important to send a space probe before a planet reaches

the. place where the space probe and planet should meet. You should-also be

ible.to see why hitting the planet with the space probe is so difficult:

Remember the earth does not staff in the same place as your chair does. Would

it be hardeeor easier for you to hit the iaige ball if 'you were moving while

you were rolling the small ball? Try it and see. Ask your friend to roll the

large ball faster at sometimes and slower at other times. How does the speed

of the moving object affect the way you must roll the small ben? ,Why would it

be important for scientists to know the speed,of a planet before. they try to

'reach, it with a space probe?
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HOW CAN YOU DETERMINE THE HARDNESS OF A ROCK?
'r

You can compare rocks by their hardness. You,can do this by using your

fingernail, e copper coin, a knife, and a piece of glass. Use the following

key to determine the hardness of a rock or part of a rock.

Very soft rocks -- can be scratched with a fingernail.

Soft rocks -- can be scratched with the edge of a penny, but the rocks
will not scratch a piece of glass.

.

Medium rocks -- can be scratched with a knife, but tht_rocks will barely
scratch a piece of glass.

Hard rocks -- cannot be scratched with.a k ife, but-the rocks will scratch
a piece of glass.

Very hard rocks -- will scratch a knife and a piece of glass easily.

HOW MAY CRYSTALS BE FORMED?

Put a few inches of water in a glass. Add a little salt and stir the water

with a spoon:' Keep adding salt until no more salt will dissolVe in the water.

Pour the salt water into a clean glass. Tie $ string to a pencil. Lay the

pencil across the glass so that the string dangles into the salt water. Sat

the glass aside and wait for crystals of salt to form. Try this using sugar

instQad of salt. They try it with alum and copper sulfate. When you have

been able to form crystals from several different materials,-you ahould notice

that the crystals are not all alike. Use a magnifying glass to examine the

crystals more closely. Notice the colors, shapes, and sizes of different

crystals. Are crystals formed by different material different in appearance?
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. FOSSIL PRINT

You will need a smallidged shell or similar object, a milk carton, some

vaseline, and some plaster of Paris. Cut off two thirds of the carton,

leaving only the bottom third. Cover the shell or other object with a

thick coating of vaseline. Put the shell or object in .the carton bottom.

If you use a shell, place lit ridged side up; Mix Borne plaster of Paris and

water, Add enough of each to make a soft paste. /Four the mixture over the

shell, covering it compleely. Whale the plasterof Paris hardens, tear off

the carton and remove theishell. The imprint of the shell in the plaster of

Paris is a homemade foseil.

HOW DO FROGS DEVELOP FROM EGGS?

Get some frog's eggii. They will look like very tiny bubbles he101togetbst

within a larger bubble. Put the eggs in a glass dish or jar that will hold

about two quarts to one gallon of water. If possible, put a rock and a few

water plante in the bottom of the jar. If you have an aquari6, the eggs

can be put in there. However, you should not'put the eggs where there are

fish, since the fish may eat the eggs. Watch the changes that occur. First

the eggs will develop into fish-like nimals called tadpoles. Tadpoles get

oxygen from the water. Each tadpole will develop two legs and then'two

more legs. As Ihe legs develop'the tadpole looks more and more like I frog.

As the tadpole approaches the stage of be'coming a frog, be sure ,the water in

the jar is shallow enough so that the newly formed frog can get on the rock

and be out of the water. The 'frog takes its oxygen from the air.
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REPTILES IN THE UNITED STATES

Turtles, tortoises and,terrapins-ex. snapping turtle, box turtle, painted

turtle, lizards and snakes-ex. geckos, chameleony6kOks, gopher snakes,

garter snakes, rattle snakes. Alligators and crocodiles.

HOW CAN YOU SEE THE RESULTS OF MOLECULAR MOTION IN LIQUIDS?

Obtain a gliss, some water, and vegetable'coloring.

Fill the glass with water, Put the glass of water in a place where you cer

let it stand for three days. One hour after you filled the glass with water,

slowly add a drop of vegetable coloring. Without moving the mixture, observe

what happens over a three day periOd. Do you see how the water and vegetable

coloring are slowly, mixed. The coloring is spread throughout the water as a

result of the motion of the molecules of each liquid.
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LEAF PRINT

Materials: Crayons, fresh green leaves- white drawing paper or pale-colored
construction paper, an iron and ironing surface, old newspapers.

Directions: ,Lay a leaf, vein side up,"on a.sheet of newspaper. Color the

leaf completely, putting the crayon on as thickly as possible without tearinl;

the leaf. Use all one Color, or color different sections of the leaf in

various'colors. Lay the leaf, colored side down, on a sheet of paper (white).

Place a protective layei of old newspapers under and over the work. Iron at

medium heat to melt the crayon. The colors will be transferred onto the paper.

t

SCRIBBLE DESIGN

,

Materials: Crayons white construction paper (harp pointed instrument, as a
nail, paperclip.

Directions: Complete scribble design, making sure to pr as heavy with crayon.

With the nail or paper clip etch a design in each secti nof the scribble

design. Etch a different design in each section.

CRAYON TEXTURE PAINT

Materials: Old crayons with paper wrappings removed, white drawing paper,
candles'.in stable -holders, matches, and old newspapere.

Directions:' Draw and lightly color a picture on white drawing paper. This

serves as a pattern and 'will be completely hidden by the melted crayon ovet14.

Protect work surface with layers of old newspaper. Plade a lighted candle

within arms reach.. Hold' crayon tip almost into candle flame until it becomes

soft and almost dripping. Paint the,sUrface of the picture with melted crayon.

(This is a long process-plan on more than one day)

CRAYON ON COLORED PAPER

Materials: Ciayons and 'colored construction.paper.

Directions: Make a crayoied picture on colored paper, instead.of usual white

drawing paper. The effect is basically the *ape as in crayon Batik.
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NOTCHED CRAYON

Materials: Old crayons, sisscors blade, and paper.

Directions: Cut notches in th% tip or side of an old crayon. Use this

notched surface for unusal effects in lettering or other crayon work.

1

(You might prefer to use this as an intervention)

. CRAYON ON CLOTH
)

'Materials: Muslin cut into pieces, crayons, an iron and ironing surface,

supply of old newspapers. *

1

Directions: Color a picture or design on muslin, The thicker the crayon is

allied thelmore effective is the finished product. Place muslin face down ..

, on a protective layer of old newspapers. 'Cover it with damp cloth, place

another layer of newspapers on top. Press with a medium hot iron to Meltthe

crayon and set the colors. Finished product may be washed in likewarm water.

If after several washings colors appear to fade, simply recolor the areas.

Ideai: Place mats and napkins far Mother's Day or a cloth booklet.

CRAYON ITCHING

Materials: Crayons, white drmling paper, pointed objects. Also may use

talcum powder and India ink.
4

Directions:- For background, color a sheet of paper with strips, blotches, or

any hap-hazard areas of color, until the entire surface is colored. Press

firmly on the crayons so that the colors will be thiCk. To add overlays, dust

the colored sheet With talcum powder. This allows the India ink t adhere.

Then coat the entire sheep with India ink. (A thick blackYcrayon may be used.

in place of the Inida ink). For etching, use a pointed object, scratch away

the ink in any desired pattern.
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MAGIC PICTI1RL(S\

Materials: White crayon and white drawing paper, water colors and brushe
0

'Directions: Have each child draw a picture on white drawing paper, using

workwhite cram only. Finished work will'be almost invisible. Have each child

exchenge his paper with a friend. Children then paint the entire sheet wit.

one color of water colors,iand Presto -just like magic--a secret picture appears.

SANDPAPER ART

Materials: Sandpaper and primary colors.

Directions: Sketch a picture on sandpaper with pencil. Color with crayons

to obtain a sandpainting effect. By pressing heavily with crayons, your

picturewill resemble An oil painting.

CRAYON BATIK

Materials: White eVawing paper, crayons, water colors, brushes. (

0

Directions: Color a picture with crayons leaving much of the area blank.
.44

Using one color only, paint over the entire area. Water colors will adhere

only,to the non-cray6n area'0 Entire sheet will have color on it.

CRAYON CARBON

./
Materials! Two sheets of white drawing paper, crayons, pencils or pens.

Directions; Color one sheet Of paper with any pattern of colors, lilling the

sheet entirely. Press heavily on the crayons so that the colors will be thick

$ and rich. Lay this paper, coloed side down, on top of tht second sheet. Use

a pen or pencil to draw a picture or design on the back of the coloreesheet.
(.0

Carbon papers may be used over and over.

VW,
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ERASER SMUDGE PRINTS

Materials: Crayons, scissors. scratch paper, white drawing paper, pencil with

eraser.

Directions: Cut a silhouette, shape of a house, tr4e, person, animal, etc.

from scratch paper. Darkly color the border of this stencil silhouette with

crayon. Place the stencil on white drawing paper. Holding the stencil firmly
A

in place with one hand, place an eraser tip on the colored border and smudge

outward onto the white draw ng paper.\\Continue. .smudging' color from..the

stencil border out OntoC(t a drawing paper all the way around the border.

Lift the stencil and see it's shape color'r the white sheet.

SPONGE PAINTING

Materials: Paper, tempera paint, sponge.
404.

Directions: Place paper on the easel. Dip sponge in paint and paint lightly
l

on the paper. Try to create different types of strokes and looks with the

sponge.

ART

Materials: Patterns of oaktag in the shape of squares, circles, ovals, .

rectangles, triangles. Also construction paper Ind crayons.%

Directions: Have each child assemble the shapes on his construction paper
o

sheet to form an animal or other design. Trace around the shapes and color

(
the picture.

BAD BAT

Materiils:. Construction paper,.paper plates, glue.

Directions: Cut a 51/2 inch diameter head with ears. Cut wings and feet se

shownt Glue the parts between two body plates; Attach plates, rim to rim.

paint with tempera or use crayon. (0,01,,e,e44
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TELEPHONE

.Purpoie: To learn to call authort,ties'in time of need.

Materials:' Phone, phone number(s) for local fire station, police, ambulance services,

hospital(a), doctor(s)i
4

. Directions: Imagine you need the police, ambulance, doctor, hospital or fire dept.

Make. yqur phone Call, dialing the right number and telling theM what you want, Be

to use, proper telephone manners' and procedures.

Example: This is ...0aMe) I'd like\to report (state problem)

at (give address) . Etc. ,

This could be used in'conjunction with a field trip to a'phone company.

PIRE ALARM

Materials: A little bell.

Directions: Choose one child to go out of the room as the "fireman". While he's

'gone, hide a bell.in 0118 desk, This child rings the bell and names someone else

to call in the alarm. The child chosen calls the fireman and give. complete

directions--row and debk numbers--to find the fire. When he finds the right house,

the 'fireman takes 9isSeat and the one,who's house was on'fire becomes the fireman.

'Vitiation: Play with policeiah and report a theft, or call the Humane Society and

report a stray dog.

CIRCLE OF MONEY

Discuss A:

A factory owner employs people. They work to make a product. The owner sells the

product. The owner pay expenses (overhead, materials, texcg, employees). The money

left over belongs to owner (profit). He uses profit to expand, produce more, spend

more or saves

Discuss Bf Salaried employees use their money to pay expenses, save, buy services

and/or goods.
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tRE NEWS

Meterials:;Pencil, paper, crayons, daily newspapers.

Discuss'how we use radio, TV, newspaper.

*Ditto the following: RADIO--Name one type of program you hear on radio.

Draw a picture of one other way radio is used besides news and entertainment.

TV-- Draw ,a picture of your favorite program. List foul programs you watch

(and consider worthwhile).

NEWSPAPER--Use papers on work table and find articles or pictures

examples of:

1. Radio programs
2. An important meeting,
3. A good cartoon
4. A job for someone
5. TV programs

11. .Foreign news
12. Something to buy

. The weather
7. 'An important incident
8., The headline
9. Lost and found item

10. Political item
item

Mount the above articles on construction paper; label them

bulletin board.

that show

and display, on

SIGNS

Purpose: To learn to recognize traffic signs by their shape.

Materials: Large carboard disc at least 24, inches by 24 inched with an arrow

fastened in the center by a paper'fastenery shapes.of traffic signs placed

around the outside of the disc.

Introduction: Each player spins

it tells us to

SToP

\
ItAtiriew

Yg I Ili D /4- 1?19114.40e.i

(?-k g P i e

the arrow and describes the sign and what

do. Younger child may act out what sign says ,t do. Older

ones could, write 'sentences about the signs.
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'MANNERSAAWAYAMOM HOME

Pantomime or ectout situations such as being #sked to a friend's home:for

lunch and being served something you never tasted and yoU doeit.know

you'll like it, so you don't think you want to try it. Or spilling or

breaking something at a friend's house. .
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SCIENCE,-SOCIAL STUDIES COMMUNICATIONS

Materials: ,Large'map of the United States to cut apart and put back together

as &puzzle. Cut each state apart and back each piece with tagboard.

1. Give each child a pattern piece and have him outline his piece on tagboard,
N-

then research the state tree, bird,,flower, slogan, capitol.

2.1 Make these sheets into a booklet.

3. Re-assemble puzzle frequently to aid in learning state's proximity to

it's neighboring states.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Materials: 8Y or 9" square pan 1.5" deep or cardboard base, modeling clay.

1. Use modeling clay in the pan to make land forMations, i.e., plains,

mountains, valleys rivers and streams, lakes. Fill the lakes and rivers,

with water if you use the pan--omit it if you use the carboard bum!

Variation: Use damp sand instead of clay.

Variation: Do outdoors,

WHO TAKES CARE OF THE BABY? (COMMUNICATIONS)

Purpose: To promote concept of division of labor.

Discuss and pantomime family jobs and show what would happen if everyone

did the game job instead of dividing up the jobs that need doing.

Draw pictures oryrite stories on the above topics.

TOOLS USED . (COMMUNICATIONS)

Materials: 12 x 18 inch newsprint crayons, chalkboard to list children's

\rerspOnses, a-14st of activities in which tools are used on chalkboard.

D )'
rectidns:FOId paper into squares and draw the tool for each activity

listed. Discuss before or during sketching.
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DIAL-A-SEASON

Make a large carboard disk with an arrow spinner. Take turns spinning the

arrow and tell:

a. What kind of work we do during this season.

b. What seasonal gamds we play.

c. What we wear.

d. What happens to trees.

e. What happens to animals.

f. Etc.

I SEE

Ditto as follows:

THINTSJJ SEE
MADE BY *MADE BY NATURE

rTh
c to Lx..0

owerO t..44
sunk

Try to list as many objects under each heading as possible. Use this following

a walk or field trip.
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